
Notes:
 This wine is 100% Roussanne from the Bien Nacido Vineyard in the Santa Maria Valley.  This 
comes from a “custom block” that was planted exclusively for Qupé in 1997 using the Tablas 
Creek clone that came originally from Chateau de Beaucastel..  It is a west facing Hillside bench 
just opposite the winery…a cool climate site, but with lots of sun.

This is a textbook vintage of Roussanne, similar to the 2005 and 2008.  Rich, but still light on its 
feet with balanced acidity and a long succulent finish.  This wine is ready to enjoy upon release, 
and will continue to age beautifully for another 10-15 years.

Vineyard:
 2013 was a warmer than normal vintage, a lot like 2012, but with a slightly larger crop.  Looking 
back on the vintage, and after record breaking heat in 2014, 2015 and 2016, 2013 seems pretty 
“normal”!

The Roussanne grapes were harvested on October 9th in perfect condition, 23.2° brix, 3.24 pH 
and 7.6 acidity.  We got 2.7 tons/acre, which is a nice balanced yield.  Normal yields are 
closer to 2 tons/acre.

Winemaking: 
The grapes were whole cluster pressed, the juice chilled overnight, and then pumped directly to 
barrel the next day.  With Roussanne we go into the barrel “dirty”, or with lots of the juice lees.  I 
like the texture and complexity that lees add to the wine.  For fermentation and aging we use 
exclusively one year old Francois Freres Burgundy barrels, barrels that were used once for 
Chardonnay.  One year old barrels still have a nice but subtle level of oakiness, perfect I think for 
Roussanne.

The wine went through complete malo in the barrel, aged on the lees, in the one year old barrels 
for the first 12 months.  It was then racked and clarified through fining and returned to neutral 
barrels for another 6 months (so total time in barrel was 18 months).  It was bottled without 
filtration in May 2015.  I selected the 13 best barrels which yielded 620 six packs and 24 cases 
of magnums.
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